The Tech Will Hold
Poll On Open House
November Thirteenth

Opinion Of Students On Question To Be Taken

Institute Will Continue to Bear Open House Expenses

Professional Societies Would Take Over Open House Affair As In Past

A poll to determine whether Tech students want Open House to be run again this year will be conducted by The Tech on Monday, November 30. The poll is being run because the Combined Professional Societies have reached a deadlock on the question.

The questionnaire which is being handed out in the next column, asks whether the students are in favor of Open House being held in the future and whether they are willing to work two hours on Open House day.

Open House in the Tech Union was held in 1923 and it has been an annual affair since then. All departments of the Institute are open to the public. Laboratories are in full operation and many spectacular experiments are performed for the entertainment of the visitors.

Baton Plays Host To M. T. Musical Clubs At Informal Meeting

Musical slashing its pride for the sake of publicity, Voo Doo yesterday tried to increase its sales by publicizing the damage shown above. Reasons for the attack were not very clear, even to Phosphorus.

Swallowing its pride for the sake of profits, Voo Doo yesterday tried to increase its sales by publicizing the damage shown above. Reasons for the attack were not very clear, even to Phosphorus.

Phosphorus

Up A Tree

Constitution Changes To Fix Poster Jam

The proposed amendments to the M. I. T. Constitution, approved by the Institute Committee in its meeting yesterday, include the following major points:

1. Recognized activities are to have preference over non-recog-
nized groups in the use of Institute facilities.

2. Recognized groups may not use the bulletin boards un-
less requested by a recognized activity and notified of

3. The Walker Memorial Committee at least five days before the perform-
ance. A statement of endorsement must appear on the
poster.

4. All posters are standardized at a minimum of 11 inches, except personal notices, which must be

5. The Walker Memorial Committee, with the aid of bulletin boards by outside com-
mercial interests.

"Elimination Dance" Will Be Featured At 5:15 "Harvest' Hop"

Some of them have demanded sweeping changes in the constitution in which the size of posters is standardized, non-recog-
nized groups forbidden use of boards unless endorsed by recognized activities, given preference over unap-

recognized in the use of Institute facilities.

Second only in importance to the proposal of constitutional amendments was the unanimous approval of the constitution of the M. I. T. Chapter of the American Student Union, which was passed without discussion, although it had been expected that a considerable fraction would oppose recognition.

Recognition not Sympathy

President David S. Malclann, '37, explained that recognition of the con-
stitution of any organization does not embody approval of or sympathy for its platform. With formal recogni-
tion, the motion passed unani-

mously.

The proposed amendments will be presented to the M. I. T. Student Coun-

mittee's powers more specific the amendments are worded as follows:

(Continued on Page 3)

Institute Committee

Technology Orators
Meet Wesleyan Team In Debate On Unions

Industrial, Craft Organization Of Workers To Be Argued Here Tonight

Out for its third consecutive vic-
tory, the Technology Debate Team

will face this team from Wesleyan Uni-

versity this evening in Eastman Lec-
tory Hall at 8:00 P. M.

The debate, which is the last of the four rounds of the Eastern in-

stitute Debate League, will be arg-

ued on the subject of "Labor Re-

quired, that this house favors indust-

rial rather than craft unions in the interior of the United States."

New Form of Discussion Planned

Something in the form of de-

bate will be introduced—the Ora-

gan plans, which permits an invitation to debate on the part of each.

In this way, the completed facts of
each side, which might otherwise be missed, are expected to be brought out.

Metallurgical Society

Addressed By Smith

Position Of Engineer Explained In Speech

Dr. George Oliva Smith, former head of the United States Geological Survey, spoke at the chemist party held yesterday evening in the Student Union.

The title of the speech was "The Nature of Metallurgy and Its Relation to Science." The speech was delivered in the Student Union.